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Abstract. Digital public displays can have a key role in urban ubiquitous com-
puting infrastructures, but they have not yet managed to fill this role. A key step 
in that direction would be the emergence of an application model for open dis-
play networks that would enable anyone to create applications for display infra-
structures. In this work, we study the development of web-based applications 
for public displays. We report on our experience of application development for 
real world public deployment and also on an experiment with external web de-
velopers to assess their ability to create such applications using our own devel-
opment tools. The results show that the web-based app model can effectively be 
used in the context of public displays and that web developers are able to leve-
rage upon their expertise to create this type of applications. 
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1 Introduction 
Pervasive computing technology is increasingly present in urban spaces aiming to 
provide new types of support for our everyday tasks [1]. Public displays, in particular, 
have the properties to become an important infrastructural element for Intelligent 
Urban Environments. Digital public displays have always been part of the ubiquitous 
computing vision. They were called the “boards” in the original Weiser’s work [2], 
where they were essentially seen as interactive, yard-size displays that would com-
plement pads and tabs to enhance spaces by enabling a broad range of casual informa-
tion exchanges. However, public displays have not yet managed to fill this role. Exist-
ing display systems are designed around a content management model in which con-
tent is first orchestrated at a central location and then distributed to the displays. They 
are essentially seen as mere end-points for content distribution or devices that are 
isolated from the people and the data around them. 
The recent trend towards open networks of public displays [3] challenges many of 
those assumptions and creates the opportunity for any third parties to create and pub-
lish content in the form of applications, promoting openness as a source of value for 
all the parties involved. Together with mobile phones, wireless access points and 
associated sensors, public displays can become an appropriate execution environment 
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for new and innovative applications. The global nature of pervasive display applica-
tions and their strong portability requirements match very well with the core values of 
web technologies, such as openness, wide-spread availability and high portability [5]. 
Web technologies not only have the advantage of being easily available across mul-
tiple platforms and operating systems, they can also make applications much easier to 
deploy in large scale and they benefit from a large developers base. 
In this paper, we present our experience with a web-based model for display apps. 
We have created and publicly deployed multiple applications and we have conducted 
an experiment with external web developers to assess their ability to create such ap-
plications using our own development tools. The results show that the web-based app 
model can effectively be used in the context of public displays and that web develop-
ers are able to leverage upon their expertise to create this type of applications. 
2 Related Work 
There are some obvious similarities between the concept of display apps and other 
popular app models such as the mobile applications market, e.g., Apple Store or 
Google’ Play [6]. Clinch et al. [16] present a set of design considerations for app 
stores for public display applications. Conceiving such application stores faces specif-
ic challenges when compared with the mobile application market, such as dealing 
with multiple stakeholders, new business models and scheduling requirements. While 
in mobile devices market there are well established platforms for running the applica-
tions (Android, iOS), in public displays there is no uniform application model for 
crafting display applications. 
Multiple public display infrastructures have experimented with web applications as 
a way to share content from various sources and prompt user interaction. A remarka-
ble example is UBI hotspots – the real world displays deployment from city of Oulu, 
Finland [4][7]. Oulu’s multi-application public displays based its design on the Web 
paradigm and enable content contribution from multiple third parties through the pub-
lication of services. A service that is associated with a public display and resides an-
ywhere on the Internet may present content using a simple URL. A UBI hotspot can 
employ interactive services by interacting with users’ mobile phones or by distribut-
ing its interface to nearby mobile devices. e-Campus public display infrastructure 
from Lancaster University [8] is another relevant example for using web applications 
as means to personalize user experience in front of large displays [9]. Based on a 
mobile Android application users can locate the nearby displays and configure what 
content to see as part of the associated display web applications. Instant Places from 
University of Minho [10] is yet another display infrastructure based on web technolo-
gies that aggregates place-based screen media and explores new concepts for user-
generated content. Many diverse display applications have been proposed for many 
different domains, e.g. maps, bus schedules, galleries to interactive content generation 
[11][12]. The research on display prototypes was mostly conducted as part of single 
display and single application installations (e.g. [13][14]) and lately as key enabler  
for large scale of open display networks [3]. The commercial sector is mainly  
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concentrating on broadcasting static content though there is a growing market on 
personalized and interactive content enabled by third party applications [15]. 
While the research community is already working on applications for public dis-
plays, this study is the first to specifically consider the extension of web development 
practices and expertise to support that type of development. 
3 Web Applications for Public Displays 
For the purpose of this work, a display app is a web application whose primary goal is 
to render content on a public display. A display application encapsulates both the 
content and the means to render that content on the screens. They are based on web 
technologies and standards, e.g., HTML, JavaScript and CSS. They are deployed on 
public servers from where they can be used in any public display. Display apps run in 
any standard web browser or other types of specially tailored web stacks and their 
model is optimized for the distinctive execution context and user experience of public 
displays.  
This approach is similar to the well-known iPhone, Android or SmartTV web app 
models that specify how an app should be designed and implemented for a specific 
platform. In our case, the key property is a rich client model in which the core of the 
application is running on the display node. Each application will have its own Java-
Script code to handle on the display side issues such as obtaining and managing the 
content items that the application will need, cache and pre-fetch policies, visual adap-
tation and network disconnections. To support interaction, applications may include a 
mobile contact point that allows mobile applications to expose their interactive  
features to users.  
While we are not claiming this to be the only possible model for web apps, this is a 
model that has evolved over the years with our ongoing research in this topic, and we 
have now developed and deployed multiple display apps based on these principles 
[10], like the ones represented in Fig. 1. The Posters app shows posters shared by 
local community. The Football pins app presents content that reflects the football 
preferences of the users around the display. 
 
 
                 (a) Posters                                (b) Footbal Pins apps 
Fig. 1. Instant Places web applications 
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3.1 Development Process and Tools 
To facilitate development of display web apps we created a developers web site with 
key information on how to develop these apps and also with the following set of de-
velopment tools: Application Generator, Instant Places library and Media Simulator. 
The Application Generator provides developers with the possibility to generate a 
ready-made application structure. This considerably reduces the initial development 
effort and it promotes the use of patterns and components that are known to work 
better with this type of application. This was achieved by the generation of a Hello 
World display app, which constituted the skeleton for the creation of other apps. 
The Instant Places library provides an abstraction layer for the Instant Places ser-
vice that enables applications to integrate dynamic data into their content, more spe-
cifically place-based information about their surrounding settings, i.e. sensing and 
interaction information associated with displays (see [10] for a detailed description).  
The Media Simulator allows display apps to be tested in their target execution en-
vironment, i.e., display nodes’ web browsers. Instead of deploying applications to the 
real display infrastructure, developers have the ability to use this tool to check in ad-
vance if a display app is ready to be shown on a public display. Based on a set of 
guiding reference tests, e.g., resizing the window of the application, unplug the net-
work cable, a developer could observe the behavior of the app. 
In addition to these tools, we also provided developers with a few additional guide-
lines on how to handle key issues such as network disconnection and visual adapta-
tion. Building a fault-tolerant app is essential to public display environments, because 
we do not have an end-user that is ready to solve the problem. We included a set of 
code blocks for the cases when no data was fetched or it took too much time to show 
up, e.g., splash screens routines for masking application startup delays or show some-
thing to its audience while external data is being fetched. For example, the Hello 
World application generated by the Application Generator already included a splash 
screen hiding the error of no connectivity. To handle the diverse resolutions and 
orientations that public displays can have, there is a need to employ at least some 
basic techniques for making the application content look good and – especially – 
readable. Our initial Hello World app already included a technique based 
on CSS media queries. Is allows developers to add expressions to media type to check 
for certain conditions and apply different style sheets. For example, one can have one 
style sheet for large displays and a different style sheet specifically for mobile devic-
es. The technique is really helpful because it allows adjusting to different resolutions 
and devices without changing the content. The condition that is often verified to trig-
ger the changes is the viewport width. When the viewport is too narrow, applications 
can adjust the font and some box sizes. 
4 Experience with Third-Party Developers 
In order to consolidate our view on creating display web apps, we conducted a short 
term development experiment in which we investigated the learnability and useful-
ness of our development tools by other programmers. The assessment of our  
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development tools was achieved by adopting the same evaluation method as [17] and 
[18], that is, informal and controlled laboratory evaluation. We invited five partici-
pants to create a given display web app by using our guidelines and tools and inter-
viewed them about their experiences. All of them had basic web development skills, 
e.g., JavaScript, HTML and CSS, and had never built a display web app. 
A week before the experiment, we sent participants the URL of the development 
web site so that they could learn the basics of the process. At the beginning of the 
experiment we gave them a brief tutorial of about 10 minutes in which we introduced 
the concept of display apps and explained the APIs. They were then asked to build a 
new display app, i.e., a poster grid app, based on the Hello World example. To do 
this, we formulated three development tasks that led developers to create the given 
app. The first task was to put the Hello World app running and test its execution. For 
this, they needed to install the App Generator and output the necessary application 
example and Media Simulator for being able to test it. The second task was to use the 
Instant Places library for getting place related data, such as the place name, place 
image and posters. Finally, participants were asked to show the posters in a grid by 
using some CSS rules. In this step, developers needed to use splash screens and con-
figure them to last for at least 3 seconds; support fault tolerance functionality (lack of 
data, lack of connectivity); prepare the app to be displayed correctly in an iPad or in 
another device of similar dimensions and test the application using a desktop web 
browser and Media Simulator tool. Throughout the experiment, participants were 
encouraged to raise questions and they had four hours to complete all the tasks. At the 
end, each of them was interviewed about their experiences with our display apps de-
velopment tools. The interviews were audio recorded and the code produced by  
developers was kept for subsequent analysis. 
4.1 Results and Discussions 
The overall view of this experiment was positive, even for the less skilled developers.  
All the participants have achieved the key development goals without wasting too 
much time in writing the code. They also preferred to use our toolkit rather than  
starting to build the application from scratch. 
Participants had some initial effort to grasp the specific concepts associated with 
displays apps, but after that they were quickly able to master the process. Developers 
could easily follow the documentation provided by our development web site. Even 
though this was optional, all participants used the Hello World app generated by the 
App Generator tool as a template to start implementing the new display app. The par-
ticipants didn’t even think very much about the structure of the application, so we 
may conclude the Application Generator was effective. When we asked developers 
how it would be to develop without this tool all of them responded that would it be 
difficult or even very difficult. 
Developers had enthusiasm for this experiment despite their weaker experience 
with some the required web technologies. This is demonstrated by the fact that all of 
them succeeded in applying their web development skills to develop a display app. 
However, some of them experienced some difficulties in understanding and using all 
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specific development and testing scenarios, e.g., implementing the splash screens or 
providing the required code blocks for a fault tolerant display app. Only one of them 
could entirely test the app execution behavior. 
Due to the fact that our display app was not too complex, it just required a set of 
API requests, the code source is quite identic among the participants and the final 
applications share the same structure and very similar lines of code. Having a pre-
viously scaffold app structure proved to be comfortable to the participants and re-
duced the amount of code they had to write. Developers ended up not writing much 
code and not changing the application structure at all. Instead their effort was mostly 
applied into answering questions like “What do I need to change from this app?” in-
stead of “What do I need to build my app?”. One student noted that the integration of 
our code blocks was straightforward, while making various customizations of the 
provided code fragments was not so easy. 
Using the Instant Places API library was something that proved to be very handy. 
Although there were some initial problems in understanding the meaning of our API 
and the related code blocks, after getting the place name, they easily succeeded to get 
further data, such as posters. 
Developers had difficulties when testing their apps because they weren’t familiar 
with any tools to accomplish this task, e.g. Fiddler. Most tests were made using a 
common web browser while the Media Simulator tool was just periodically used to 
rule out eventual errors related to the different web engine of display players. Only 
one student did not test at all the new application execution, neither in desktop web 
browser nor in Media Simulator tool. The others tested the application but encoun-
tered various difficulties. 
Participants were really motivated by the innovative field of usage of display web 
apps and recognized their big potential when deployed in real world settings. They 
associated display apps with mechanisms to publish content, such as replacing the 
traditional paper based posters with digital forms of content. In their final comments, 
they all referred particular features for display web apps, e.g., a display app should 
provide content that is dynamic, personalized and place-based. In Table 1 we provide 
a short description about the development challenges that we addressed in this work. 
Table 1. Summary of the develoment challenges 
Development  
Challenges 
Techniques employed Developers’ opinions 
Content      man-
agement policies 
Rich client model includes logic 
to cache and pre-fetch content. 
Instant Places API library helps with 
high-level application concepts. 
 
Fault tolerance  
support 
Code blocks that can be confi-
gured for specific purposes, e.g., 
splash screens  
Code blocks are easy to integrate but 
not to customize ; Fault-tolerance 




CSS media queries No special issues were mentioned. 
Most participants did not test this 
feature. 
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5 Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented our early experiences in developing display web ap-
plications. In order to guide development and speed up the process of creating display 
application we implemented a collection of tools, which were evaluated based on an 
experiment with developers. The experiment showed that there is a short learning 
curve even for first-time developers and building a display web app is quite an ap-
pealing challenge for web skilled persons. The participants were able to put in  
practice their web programing experience though this was not straight-forward. The 
specific field of public displays put forward a set of specificities that requires clear 
development specifications and guidelines. These have a strong effect in leveraging 
on the expertise of web developers to create display apps and subsequently attracting 
an increasing number of people with appropriate web development skills. Based on 
these insights we are looking forward to collect long-term development feedback 
from more web experienced developers and to extend the specification of our model 
for display web applications. 
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